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Summary
Under a station and parking lot blanket contract signed in May 1998, Metra requested Parsons
Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas (PB) to perform various tasks related to the feasibility of opening a new
commuter rail line south of Chicago. The line would start in Beecher, IL, and generally run north along a
line owned jointly by the Union Pacific (UP) and CSX railroads (UP/CSX). This line goes through
Thornton Junction and the UP’s Yard Center to Dolton Junction. The new commuter service would
generally continue north along the UP and then other rail lines into Chicago.
The UP/CSX and UP sections of this route are the ex-Missouri Pacific and C&WI railroad line. It is
currently also used by Amtrak’s Cardinal (to/from Washington DC; Cincinnati, OH; and Indianapolis, IN)
from Thornton Junction north to Chicago. The line parallels the Illinois-Indiana border about 6 miles
inside Illinois.
An earlier Phase I feasibility study of this service by another consulting firm resulted in a draft report,
South Suburban Commuter Rail Feasibility Study (SSFS). As of December, 1998, the most recent draft
of that SSFS report is dated November 7, 1997. The following PB work is referred to as Phase IA.
Metra received a grant to fund this Phase IA work from the managers and mayors association of
suburban cities along the rail line. Task two of this work was authorized on August 30, 1998. It is to
conduct an environmental assessment of new connecting and run-around tracks that were proposed in
the Phase I draft report.
Introduction
Four sites south and southwest of Chicago were evaluated for the presence of known environmental
conditions. These sites are:
Site #1
Site #2
Site #3
Site #4

East Around Yard Center, Dolton
th
Oakdale to 74 Street, Chicago
th
79 Street Rail Connection, Chicago
Blue Island Junction, Blue Island

Sites #2 and #3 overlap, and so they were evaluated as one for purposes of this report.
Standard environmental data sources were consulted, and a site reconnaissance was conducted. While
this report represents a diligent search and analysis of recognized environmental conditions, it cannot
wholly eliminate uncertainty regarding the presence or absence of conditions.
Sources of information that were consulted for this report include a variety of public records and maps as
well as a site walkover. Public records consulted include federal, state, and local sources as identified
herein. Maps include Rand McNally’s Chicago City Map (1996), National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps
provided by the Illinois Department of Conservation, Sanborn fire insurance maps, and proprietary maps
prepared by Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR).
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Standard environmental record sources were searched within approximate minimum search distances as
per (or better than) ASTM E 1527. These include:
List
Federal National Priorities List (NPL) sites
Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Information system
(CERCLIS) list
Federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
Corrective Action Report (CORRACTS) TSD
facilities list
Federal RCRA non-CORRACTS TSD facilities list
Federal RCRA generators list
Federal Emergency Response Notification System
(ERNS) list
State lists of hazardous waste sites identified
for investigation or remediation:
State-equivalent NPL
State-equivalent CERCLIS
State landfill and/or solid waste disposal site lists
State leaking underground storage tanks (LUST)
State registered USTs

Radius mi (km)
1.0 (1.6)
0.5 (0.8)
1.0 (1.6)
0.5 (0.8)
property and adjoiners
property only
1.0 (1.6)
0.5 (0.8)
0.5 (0.8)
0.5 (0.8)
property and adjoiners

Non-ASTM lists were searched as well. Federal lists include Biennial Reporting System (BRS), Superfund
Consent Decrees (CONSENT), Facility Index System (FINDS), Hazardous Materials Information
Reporting System (HMIRS), Material Licensing Tracking System (MLTS), NPL Liens, PCB Activity
Database System (PADS), RCRA Administrative Action Tracking System (RAATS), Record of Decision
(ROD), Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System (TRIS), and Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA).
State lists include Solid Waste Landfill Inventory (NIPC). Other misc. databases include Former
Manufactured Gas (coal gas) sites, deleted NPL sites, No Further Remedial Action Planned (NFRAP),
public water systems (PWS), PWS Violation and Enforcement Data (PWS ENF), area radon information,
EPA radon zones, oil/gas/pipelines/electrical transmission lines, sensitive receptors, US Geological
Survey (USGS) water wells, flood zone data, National Wetland Inventory (NWI), epicenters, water dams,
county well data in Illinois, Illinois private well database and Public, Industrial, Commercial Survey (PICS),
Illinois State Geological Survey water wells. As such, the public records search was both comprehensive
and complete.
The records search was performed by EDR—a known provider of environmental risk management data.
The data from EDR’s report contains information obtained from a variety of public sources only, and field
checks were not made. Therefore, the data is only as accurate as the public records from which it is
derived. Detailed findings are available in PB-Chicago project files.
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Much of the property under consideration is former rail property, which could indicate additional
environmental risk considerations. Care should be taken by the contractor during construction to properly
identify, handle, and remediate (as necessary) any hazardous substances encountered during
construction.
As a result of research efforts, no unusually difficult environmental (wetlands and/or hazardous waste)
problems were discovered within these sites that would preclude them from further consideration for new
rail lines. Potential environmental issues that were identified within each site and will warrant further
detailed attention during subsequent phases include:
Site #1

Sites #2/3

Site #4

No known environmental issues in the alignment. There are wetlands,
floodplains, utilities, and environmental risk/hazardous waste
considerations adjacent to the alignment. In addition, there are potential
wetland and hazardous waste impacts associated with constructing the
new rail line and/or with moving the access road to the east.
There are potential environmental risk/hazardous waste conditions due to
the industrial use of the northern end of the site. Additional environmental
review including soil borings will be necessary to characterize the site
more fully.
There are wetlands, floodplains, and utilities on-site, and potential
environmental risk/hazardous waste sites nearby.

Detailed findings of the evaluations are presented herein.
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Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton
Introduction
This section describes the information collected as part of the preliminary site assessment conducted for
“Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton.” The site is shown in the figure on the following page. The
environmental conditions described include, as appropriate, the presence or likely presence of any
hazardous substances on the site as well as the presence of other natural and man-made features on or
adjacent to the site.
General Site Description
Site #1 is a long, linear site adjacent to an existing rail line and yard. The site is surrounded by a variety of
land uses. To the west is an existing rail yard throughout most of the site’s length. At the south end of the
site is the Little Calumet River (north of US Route 6). To the east, north of US 6, is established residential
development. Two blocks north of that and adjacent to the site is a property that has been used as a
lumberyard. Farther north, on either side of E. Sibley Boulevard, the property immediately to the east is
undeveloped, and further east is commercial property. To the west, north of Sibley, is a rail yard and
intermodal terminal, and further north and west is the diesel shop/fueling facility. Toward the north end of
nd
the proposed alignment, property to the east becomes industrial. The site ends at approximately 142
Street in the Town of Dolton.
The site is shown on two US Geological Survey (USGS) maps, including Lake Calumet, IL and Calumet
City, IL. Bodies of water within the site include Lake Victory just north of E. Sibley Boulevard to the east of
the rail yard and the Little Calumet River in the southwest and south portions of the site. NWI maps
indicate the lake as palustrine, open water/unknown bottom, permanently flooded, excavated (POWHx);
NWI maps indicate the river as riverine, lower perennial, open water/unknown bottom, permanently
flooded (R2OWH). NWI maps do not show any other wetlands within the vicinity (however, see discussion
of the site reconnaissance for additional information). Federal and state permitting restrictions would
apply to activities within wetlands.
The 100-year floodplain lies adjacent to and east of the proposed rail alignment, between approximately
th
160 Street and E. Sibley Boulevard. If construction within the floodplain is proposed, then appropriate
state and municipal approvals and restrictions would apply.
Sanborn fire insurance maps for four years (1975, 1966, 1950, and 1911) were available for a small
th
portion of the alignment near 144 Street, east of the rail lines. The earliest maps show an onion set
warehouse and mushroom growing warehouse south and north of Engle Street, respectively. The 1950
and 1966 maps show Dolton Foundries, Inc. and a woodworking/machine shop north and south of Engle
Street, respectively. The 1975 map identifies the foundry as vacant. Maps were not found for the
remainder of the property.
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Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton
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Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton
Records Review
A records review was conducted in December 1998 by EDR to obtain and review public records of
recognized environmental conditions at Site #1. The area reviewed extends approximately four miles from
north to south and approximately two miles from east to west at its widest point. The review within this
area included only publicly available information that was readily reviewable.
Of the databases searched, there are several that listed no records within the designated area. For site
#1, these include NPL, Delisted NPL, CERCLIS, SWF/LF, NPL Liens, MLTS, ROD, CONSENT, and Coal
Gas.
Of the 548 records identified within site #1, none appear to be within the proposed rail alignment. Three
records, however, are immediately east of and adjacent to the proposed alignment. These include:
Rec #
31
31
31
31
31
31

Site Name
nd
420 E 142 St
IL Bell Tel Co
IL Bell Tel Co
nd
426 E 142 St Unit 13
Shell Oil Co
Wallner Oldsmobile

42
42
50

Database
UST
RCRIS
LUST
ERNS
LUST
RCRIS

Status/Info.
Not available (N.A.)
No violations found
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
No violations found

401 E 144 Street
Village of Dolton

UST
FINDS

N.A.
N.A.

Enterprise Tape Inc.

RCRIS No violations found

th

As the proposed rail alignment is refined, the details of these records should be investigated to determine
whether hazardous substances may be encountered at site #1.
Site Reconnaissance
A site walkover was performed on September 22, 1998 to visually inspect the site and identify recognized
environmental conditions. The interiors of any buildings that may be on-site were not investigated. The
walkover and description below generally follow from south to north.
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Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton
This vacant site parallels an existing rail corridor and yard. A number of important observations were
made:
!"

!"
!"

!"
!"

!"

The proposed alignment consists of a paved road, albeit in poor condition. Gravel subgrade was
evident and, in some cases, appeared to mark the edges of wetlands. Wetlands are discussed
further, below.
Electric lines on poles parallel the site, along
the paved road.
Miscellaneous paper and plastic garbage was
noted strewn around toward the south end of
the site.
Near the Sibley underpass a buried fiber optic
cable is identified (Sibley flag, #800).
The American Baking Company is located
north of the Sibley underpass, on Lakeside
Drive, in an industrially developed area. The
building contains several large vats and
numerous blue drums (as observed from the
exterior). On the south side of the building is
an above-ground, exposed tank (see
photograph). The contents of the tank are
unknown.
Farther north, along the east side of the
proposed alignment to its northern terminus,
is part of the municipal maintenance yard,
small warehouse buildings, and concrete
barriers.
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Site #1: East Around Yard Center, Dolton
East of and immediately adjacent to the proposed
alignment numerous wetlands were identified
based on vegetation and hydrology. Vegetation
observed at the time included rushes, willow,
silver maple, rhubarb, golden rod, and sumac. In
addition, standing water was noted in several
locations. Federal and state permitting
restrictions would apply to activities within
wetlands.

Findings and Conclusions
No unusual environmental or wetland problems were discovered that would preclude this site from further
consideration for a new rail line. Potential issues associated with site #1 include wetlands and floodplains
along the eastern edge of the property, potential hazardous waste sites (although few are recorded
immediately adjacent to the proposed rail line), and existing utilities. The proposed rail line is adjacent to
an existing rail corridor, which could indicate additional environmental risk considerations. Care should be
taken by the contractor during construction to properly identify, handle, and remediate (as necessary) any
hazardous substances encountered during construction.
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago
Introduction
This section describes the information collected as part of the preliminary site assessment conducted for
th
th
“Site #2: Oakdale to 74 Street, Chicago” and “Site 3: 79 Street Rail Connection, Chicago.” These sites
are shown in the figure on the following page. The environmental conditions described include, as
appropriate, the presence or likely presence of any hazardous substances on the site as well as the
presence of other natural and man-made features on or adjacent to the site.
General Site Description
Site #2/3 is primarily a long, linear vacant site flanked by existing rail lines. The site is shown on three US
Geological Survey (USGS) maps, including Englewood, IL, Blue Island, IL, and Lake Calumet, IL. There
are three small bodies of water within the site that are identified as wetlands on NWI maps. These
th
th
adjacent wetlands are located just east of the rail line, between 77 and 79 Streets, within Auburn Park.
They are identified as pallustrine, open water/unknown bottom, permanently flooded, excavated
(POWHx). The NWI maps do not indicate other wetlands within the vicinity (however, see site
reconnaissance, below, for additional information). Federal and state permitting restrictions would apply
to activities within wetlands. No 100-year floodplains are identified within site #2/3.
Sanborn fire insurance maps were available for 1992, 1975, 1951, 1924, and 1897, and were provided by
EDR. Observations for site #2 are for those adjacent to the corridor and make up the bulk of those listed
below. Observations at and adjacent to the corridor are as follows:
1992:
Site to be crossed:
th
!" Site #3, south of 76 Street between the NS and RID rail lines: various wood manufacturers and light
th
industry within “76 Street Industrial District.” The site also includes rail spurs from the south that terminate
on the property and buried water lines.
Adjacent sites:
th
!" Northwest quadrant of 79 / Wallace, adjacent to the rail lines, is identified as a junk yard.
th
!" 80 Street adjacent to and east of the rail lines is identified as “semi-mill construction.”
rd
!" South of 83 Street, east of Vincennes is identified as “Universal Devices Railway Equipment
Assembly.”
!" At the south end of site #2, between the rail line and S. Stewart Avenue, is the “Carwell
Westinghouse Company” (hand brake facility, etc.).
th
!" There is a filling station west of the rail lines, just north of 87 Street Boulevard.
!" A & Lub. Oil Warehouse, which includes four tanks, is located between Wallace and the rail line, just
nd
south of S 82 Street.
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago
1975: Observations are, in most cases, similar to those for 1992.
1951:
Adjacent sites:
th
!" Coal sheds are located north of 76 Street, between the rail lines.
st
!" Between S. Wallace and the rail lines, south of 81 Street, is the James Coal Co. Yard No. 2.
1924:
Site to be crossed:
th
!" Site #3, just south of 76 Street between the two railroads: Studebaker Corporation (automobile
storage buildings).
Adjacent sites:
th
!" North of 78 Street, just east of the rail lines, are several large lumber piles.
nd
!" South of 82 Street, between the rail lines and Wallace is “International Harvester Co. of America—
Weber Works.”
1897:
Site to be crossed:
th
!" Site #3, just south of 76 Street between the two railroads: “Stave & Abbott Manufacturing Co.”
warehouses.
Adjacent sites:
th
th
!" Between 79 and 80 Streets, just east of the rail lines, is the “J M Schorling Coal and Wood Yard”
and large coal sheds on south of the main building.
th
th
!" Between 79 and 80 Streets and between the rail lines and coal shed is the C&WI rail yard and
shop facilities. Although on-site maintenance buildings are not shown on the map, buildings are
known to have been present until 1914-1920.
Records Review
A records review was conducted on 15 December 1998 by EDR to obtain and review records of
recognized environmental conditions at site #2/3. The area reviewed extends approximately four miles
from north to south and approximately two miles from east to west at its widest point. The review within
this area only included publicly available information that was readily reviewable.
Of the databases searched, there are several that listed no records within the designated area. For site
#2/3, these include NPL, Delisted NPL, RCRIS-TSD, SHWS, CERCLIS, CORRACTS, SWF/LF, RAATS,
HMIRS, PADS, NPL Liens, MLTS, ROD, CONSENT, and Coal Gas.
Of the 336 record numbers identified within the site #2/3 alignment, ten are within or are immediately
adjacent to the proposed rail alignment. These include:
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago
Rec #

Site Name

Database

Status/Info.

53
53

Rual Product Company
United Products Intl.

TSCA
FINDS

N.A.
Civil judicial & admin.
enforcement case against facility

81

552 W 80 St

ERNS

N.A.

82

National Casein Co Inc.

FINDS,

Facility is monitored/permitted for
air emissions under CAA

th

86

Hansen-Sterling Drum Co.

86

Awmco Inc.

86

Hansen-Sterling Drum Co.

86

81 /Wallace Ave

RCRISS-LQG,
TSCA
No violations found
FINDS,
Facility is monitored/permitted
under the CAA
RCRIS-LQG
No violations found
FINDS
Facility is monitored/permitted
under the CAA
RCRIS-SQG, No violations found
FINDS
Plan Comm
N.A.

93

Abitibi Corp

FINDS

93

Small Business Admin. LUST

N.A.

94

Neal F. Simeon Voc. HS

FINDS

100
100

st

107

Cardwell/Universal
TRIS
Cardwell Westinghouse FINDS,
RCRIS-LQG
Ryerson Joseph….
RCRIS-SQG,
FINDS
Cardwell Westinghouse
FINDS,
RCRIS-LQG
Cardwell Westinghouse
RCRIS-SQG

128

440 W. 87 St

105
107

th

UST

Facility is monitored/permitted
under the CAA
N.A.
N.A.
No violations found
No violations found
No violations found
No violations found
N.A.

As the proposed rail alignment is refined, the details of these records should be investigated to determine
whether hazardous substances may be encountered at site #2/3.
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago
Site Reconnaissance

A site walkover was performed on September 22, 1998 to visually inspect the site and identify recognized
environmental conditions. The interiors of any buildings that may have been located on-site were not
th
th
investigated. The walkover and description below focus on the area between 76 and 78 Streets and rail
lines, where the property widens out as one moves north.
th

South of 76 Street, site #3 is a large, formerly industrial site.
Because the rail lines are elevated, the street level is relatively
depressed, with a retaining wall lining the western and eastern
edges of the site. Beyond the retaining wall to the west are rail
lines and, farther west, residential development. There is also
an old power line west of the site. An elevated rail line borders
the site’s eastern edge. The remnants of an industrial track still
exist. That track transitioned from the eastern borderline down
to local grade via a retained fill. The northern edge of the site is
lined with concrete median barriers, and apartments/homes are
th
located on the north side of 76 Street. Cracked concrete atgrade floors on-site are littered with brick debris. Short, grassy
vegetation covers undeveloped areas. On the eastern side of
the site, minor striations are visible in the vegetation, indicating
prior development or use. Debris on the south end of the parcel
includes glass, plastic, and retaining wall remnants. Taller
vegetation including poplar, maple, and ash is present on the
th
south portion of the parcel, near 78 Street. Treed areas are
littered with railroad ties, stones, and brick debris.
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Site #2/3: Oakdale to 74th Street / 79th Street Rail Connection, Chicago

Findings and Conclusions
No unusual environmental or wetland problems were discovered that would preclude this site from further
consideration for a new rail line. Potential issues associated with site #2/3 include numerous potential
hazardous waste sites. The proposed rail line is adjacent to an existing rail corridor, which could indicate
additional environmental risk considerations. Care should be taken by the contractor during construction
to properly identify, handle, and remediate (as necessary) any hazardous substances encountered during
construction.
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Site #4: Blue Island Junction, Blue Island
Introduction
This section describes the information collected as part of the preliminary site assessment conducted for
“Site #4: Blue Island Junction, Blue Island.” This site is shown in the figure on the following page. The
environmental conditions described include, as appropriate, the presence or likely presence of any
hazardous substances on the site as well as the presence of other natural and man-made features on or
adjacent to the site.
General Site Description
th

Site #4 is a relatively small site in Blue Island, near Western Avenue and 135 Street. The site contains a
maintenance shop, rail lines, and vacant property. Large piles of debris related to rail and maintenance
shop operations are scattered in several locations on the southern and eastern portions of the property.
The site is shown on one US Geological Survey (USGS) map: Blue Island, IL. Wetlands are identified on
site #4, including those associated with a stream and those farther north, just south of the CRI&P (Metra)
rail line and west of the GTW (CN) rail line. Wetlands associated with the stream are identified as
palustrine, forested, broad-leaved deciduous/emergent, temporarily flooded, partially drained/ditched
(PFO1/EMAd). The other on-site wetland is identified as palustrine, forested broad-leaved deciduous,
temporarily flooded (PFOIA) and palustrine, emergent, temporarily flooded (PEMA). The NWI map does
not indicate other wetlands within the vicinity (however, see site reconnaissance discussion for additional
information). Federal and state permitting restrictions would apply to any activities within wetlands.
The 100-year floodplain affects the site just west of the proposed rail alignment. If construction within the
floodplain is proposed, then appropriate state and municipal approvals and restrictions would apply.
Sanborn fire insurance maps were reviewed for the area east of the site, but were not available for site
#4.
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Site #4: Blue Island Junction, Blue Island
Records Review
A records review was conducted on 15 December 1998 by EDR to obtain and review public records of
recognized environmental conditions at site #4. The review within appropriate search radii only included
publicly available information that was readily reviewable.
Of the databases searched, there are several that listed no records within the designated radii. For Site
#4, these include NPL, Delisted NPL, RCRIS-TSD, SHWS, CERCLIS, CERC-NFRAP, RAATS, NCRISLQG, HMIRS, PADS, ERNS, FINDS, TRIS, NPL Liens, TSCA, MLTS, Plan Comm, ROD, and CONSENT.
Of the 29 records identified within the site #4 search area, none of the databases identified any records of
concern on site #4. One underground storage tank (UST) was identified within 1/8-mile of the site and
one leaking UST was identified within ¼-mile.
Site Reconnaissance
A site walkover was performed on September 22, 1998 to visually inspect the site and to identify
recognized environmental conditions. The interiors of any buildings on-site were not investigated. The
walkover and description below follow from south to north.
The predominantly vacant site contains an active railroad maintenance building and yard, piles of debris,
rail lines, and undeveloped property. A number of important observations were made:
!"

!"

On the south side of the property is a private
home, a Grand Trunk (CN) maintenance facility,
an Ameritech antenna, utility poles, a fence, a
box car used for storage, and scattered piles of
debris, including one labeled “Warning Junk
Batteries.” At the time, the maintenance
building posted a sign indicating that Envirotech
was removing asbestos.
Immediately to the north, are additional piles of
misc. debris such as railroad ties and full black
garbage bags with unknown
contents.
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!"
!"
!"
!"
!"

Farther north, a creek filled with debris and a blue sheen on its surface crosses the property.
A Sprint fiber optic cable is identified on the south side of the railroad bridge. A petroleum pipeline is
identified and overhead utility lines are visible.
A slightly foul, garbage-like odor filled the air at the time of the visit.
To the west of the existing GTW (CN) rail yard were numerous piles of railroad ties. Some piles had
obviously been burned.
Undeveloped land to the north and west may contain wetlands. Potential wetland hydrology and dark
soil were observed during the site visit, but soil conditions were not investigated.

Findings and Conclusions
No unusual environmental or wetland problems were discovered that would preclude this site from further
consideration for a new rail line. Potential issues associated with site #4 include wetlands along the north
edge of the property and along the stream, floodplains, nearby hazardous waste records, and on-site
utilities. The proposed rail line is adjacent to an existing rail corridor, which could indicate additional
environmental risk considerations. Care should be taken by the contractor during construction to properly
identify, handle, and remediate (as necessary) any hazardous substances encountered during
construction.
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